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This book describes a wide variety of speculations
by many authors about the consequences for
humanity of coming into contact with extraterrestrial
intelligence. The assumptions underlying those
speculations are examined, and some conclusions
are drawn. The book emphasizes the consequences
of contact rather than the search, and takes account
of popular views. As necessary background, the
book also includes brief summaries of the history of
thinking about extraterrestrial intelligence, searches
for life and for signals, contrasting paradigms of how
contact might take place, and the paradox that those
paradigms allegedly create.
Between 1821 and 1960, industrial economies took
root in the North, transgressing political geographies
and superseding the historically dominant fur trade.
Imported southern scientists and sojourning
labourers worked the Northwest, and its industrial
history bears these newcomers' imprint. This book
reveals the history of human impact upon the North.
It provides a baseline, grounded in historical and
scientific evidence, for measuring subarctic
environmental change. Liza Piper examines the
sustainability of industrial economies, the value of
resource exploitation in volatile ecosystems, and the
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human consequences of northern environmental
change. She also addresses northern communities'
historical resistance to external resource
development and their fight for survival in the face of
intensifying environmental and economic pressures.
Justin Imperiale has begun to learn how to use more
paranormal powers. He's using the information he
gained when he defeated Gaiton. The latest thing is
how to teleport himself from place to place.The
South Continent Empire is near war with Tiwanaku,
the country to the South of the present
Empire.Tiwanaku is a country with a regular army,
tanks, field artillery, heavily armed infantry and so
forth. The situation seems likely to explode into war,
but Justin has a plan.In the process of carrying out
his plan, Justin encounters Annda, a woman he
abandoned to a terrorist group. Annda and Justin
have a mind war.After the mind war, Justin manages
to obtain four neutron weapons that he can use to
solve problems in Avuls. He then arms drone aircraft
with the weapons and ships them to a seaport near
Avuls.While the weapons are en-route, two space
freighters and a warbird approach Corin. The ships
contain refugees called Vorkal. The Vorkal have
paranormal talents among them. Justin learns from
the Vorkal paranormal; talents and also acquires a
warbird.Justin needs to return to Mesodania, but
decides to take the long way and he searches for
and finds a talisman in the South continent.At a
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refueling stop, something is not right. So he flies to
Ifrequeh, instead of directly back to Mesodania.In
Ifrequeh, Justin discovers that a juju man called
Dwarf is trying to take over his mine. To prevent a
war, Justin is forced to fight a mind battle against the
Dwarf.Justin then returns to Mesodania. He finds
that war with Avuls threatens and Justin becomes
the lone voice of reason amidst war hawks. The
situation worsens and Justin secretly launches the
drones that he's prepared and wipes out the
leadership of Avuls. Voice of reason, Justin then
leads an invasion of Avuls, 'just to provide needed
leadership'.Several pretenders try to establish
themselves as King of Avuls, but they run into
Justin.Justin uses a combination of military power,
religious endorsement and economic development to
establish himself as King of Avuls.There are those
who smuggle illegal drugs through Avuls. No one
wants to actually stop the drug smuggling as the
powers that be are profiting from the smuggling. That
doesn't bother Justin, He just plans to steal the
drugs.Justin then gets involved with a group in
Mesodania who are selling silver objects. There is no
commercial silver mining in Mesodania and Justin
suspects that the silver is being mined via a gate,
like the gate the the Glyon people use. He then
explores the gate.There's a Temple of Vorell located
near the city of Byzantion in the North Continent of
the Old World. The Temple contains one of the
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scrolls Justin is seeking. The people in the area
force the Priests out of the Temple and Justin plots
to obtain the scroll.Justin still has his second chance
and the adventure continues.
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI)
is a powerful early intervention system that can
change the path of a student's journey to literacy.
The LLI Orange System is specifically targeted at
Foundation/Kindergaten students. Please note the
program guide is not suitable for educators who
have not yet purchased an LLI Orange System. This
component is only available separately so that
schools with the LLI Orange System can purchase
additional copies of the program guide if they
require. Find out more about the Fountas & Pinnell
LLI System at www.pearson.com.au/primary/LLI
Discover everything you ever wanted to know about
secret societies like the Freemasons, the historical
mystery of Atlantis, why King Arthur, Leonardo da
Vinci and Hitler are key figures, plus conspiracy
theories, forgotten sciences and ancient wisdom.
This book explores how culture shapes foreign
economic policy in post-Soviet states. Taking a
constructivist approach, Andrei P. Tsygankov argues
that after the Soviet empire disintegrated, the
strength of new nations' national identity shaped
their decision whether to direct their economic
activities inward toward Russia or outward toward
Europe. Drawing on detailed case studies of Latvia,
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Ukraine, and Belarus, the author demonstrates how
the stronger the identity, the more likely the new
state was to shift away from the empire. Employing a
range of both qualitative and quantitative analysis,
this study brings a national identity perspective into
the forefront of international political economy
theory.
You're at a fork in the road. Now what? It may
surprise you, but according to Meg Lundstrom, you
already have the answer, if you just know how to tap
your inner-guidance system. With What to Do When
You Can't Decide, she teaches us three effective
divining tools for accessing our innate wisdom:
“Pendling,” a method that uses a handheld
instrument “The Chits,” an easy pen-and-paper
technique “Muscle testing,” an on-the-spot
technique that allows your fingers to “do the talking”
Bypassing the conscious mind to access your
deeper subconscious intelligence, these techniques
can help you make reliable decisions, end secondguessing, and enhance the flow in your life. Includes
practical exercises, a troubleshooting guide, and
advanced techniques for deciding what to do in any
situation.
Pathways : Civilizations Through TimeScarborough,
Ont. : Prentice Hall Ginn CanadaFocus on
ReadingOxford University Press
Is peace an aberration? The bestselling author of Paris
1919 offers a provocative view of war as an essential
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component of humanity. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND THE EAST HAMPTON
STAR “Margaret MacMillan has produced another
seminal work. . . . She is right that we must, more than
ever, think about war. And she has shown us how in this
brilliant, elegantly written book.”—H.R. McMaster, author
of Dereliction of Duty and Battlegrounds: The Fight to
Defend the Free World The instinct to fight may be
innate in human nature, but war—organized
violence—comes with organized society. War has shaped
humanity’s history, its social and political institutions, its
values and ideas. Our very language, our public spaces,
our private memories, and some of our greatest cultural
treasures reflect the glory and the misery of war. War is
an uncomfortable and challenging subject not least
because it brings out both the vilest and the noblest
aspects of humanity. Margaret MacMillan looks at the
ways in which war has influenced human society and
how, in turn, changes in political organization,
technology, or ideologies have affected how and why we
fight. War: How Conflict Shaped Us explores such muchdebated and controversial questions as: When did war
first start? Does human nature doom us to fight one
another? Why has war been described as the most
organized of all human activities? Why are warriors
almost always men? Is war ever within our control?
Drawing on lessons from wars throughout the past, from
classical history to the present day, MacMillan reveals
the many faces of war—the way it has determined our
past, our future, our views of the world, and our very
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conception of ourselves.
In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help,
society-help, and planet-help to shape the futures we
want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and
our minds are in a constant state of flux. They are a
stream of ever-mutating, emergent patterns. Rather than
steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy
teaches us to map and assess the swirling structures
and to read them as they happen, all the better to shape
that which ultimately shapes us, personally and
politically. A resolutely materialist spirituality based
equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist
and afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree brown, co-editor of
Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction from Social Justice
Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and
doula living in Detroit.
Today many school students are shielded from one of
the most important concepts in modern science:
evolution. In engaging and conversational style,
Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of Science
provides a well-structured framework for understanding
and teaching evolution. Written for teachers, parents,
and community officials as well as scientists and
educators, this book describes how evolution reveals
both the great diversity and similarity among the Earth's
organisms; it explores how scientists approach the
question of evolution; and it illustrates the nature of
science as a way of knowing about the natural world. In
addition, the book provides answers to frequently asked
questions to help readers understand many of the issues
and misconceptions about evolution. The book includes
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sample activities for teaching about evolution and the
nature of science. For example, the book includes
activities that investigate fossil footprints and population
growth that teachers of science can use to introduce
principles of evolution. Background information,
materials, and step-by-step presentations are provided
for each activity. In addition, this volume: Presents the
evidence for evolution, including how evolution can be
observed today. Explains the nature of science through a
variety of examples. Describes how science differs from
other human endeavors and why evolution is one of the
best avenues for helping students understand this
distinction. Answers frequently asked questions about
evolution. Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of
Science builds on the 1996 National Science Education
Standards released by the National Research
Council--and offers detailed guidance on how to evaluate
and choose instructional materials that support the
standards. Comprehensive and practical, this book
brings one of today's educational challenges into focus in
a balanced and reasoned discussion. It will be of special
interest to teachers of science, school administrators,
and interested members of the community.
" Few resources are available to educators in the
emerging discipline of the psychology of science. This
handbook fills this void by providing an empirically based
compendium of current knowledge about this newly
established discipline. Written by two pioneers in the
study of the cognitive and social processes involved in
scientific and innovative behaviors, it follows on the heels
of the first organized society (The International Society
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for the Psychology of Science and Technology) in 2006,
and the first peer-reviewed journal (Journal of the
Psychology of Science and Technology) launched in
2008. Key Topics: Introduction to the Psychology of
Science Foundational Psychologies of Science (includes
the development of scientific thinking and causal
reasoning, development of children's scientific
knowledge, historical case models, computational
approaches, and personality, social, and clinical
psychologies of science) Special Topics in the
Psychology of Science (includes creativity and genius,
gender issues, uncertainty and visual data analysis,
thinking and reasoning in the lab, innovation and
conceptual change, psychology of technology,
psychobiology of science, conflict and cooperation in
science, and more) Applied Psychology of Science (the
psychology of pseudo-science, post-modernism,
naturalism and different views of science, how children
learn and are taught science) Past and Future of
Psychology of Science (quantitative trends and the future
of the psychology of science) Handbook of the
Psychology of Science will at last provide educators of
the psychology of science and the cognitive science of
science with a state-of-the-art, all-inclusive text with
which to disseminate current knowledge about this
growing discipline. "
Find a path to the future as you discover the great
traditions of fortune telling of the past.
This volume provides a comprehensive introduction to
the spiritual, moral and practical themes of Pope Francis'
encyclical Laudato Si'. Leading theologians, ethicists,
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scientists and economists provide accessible overviews
of the encyclical's major teachings, the science it
engages and the policies required to address the climate
crisis. Chapters on the encyclical's theological and moral
teachings situate them within the Christian tradition and
papal teaching. Science and policy chapters, engaging
the encyclical and provide introductions to the Fifth
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. The book provides a guide for those
wishing to explore the issues raised by Laudato Si' but
who lack the specialist knowledge required to know
where to begin. Aimed at an undergraduate audience,
this book provides a reliable introduction to the major
themes of Laudato Si' such as: - a theology of Creation
that embraces the insights of contemporary science - a
renewed understanding of the human person in
relationship to the rest of creation - a spiritual vision of
love and responsibility for all creation - the necessary
connection between Christian solidarity with the poor and
concern for the environment - an introduction to the
social encyclical tradition from which Laudato Si' both
draws and develops
Imagine fuel without fear. No climate change. No oil
spills, no dead coalminers, no dirty air, no devastated
lands, no lost wildlife. No energy poverty. No oil-fed
wars, tyrannies, or terrorists. No leaking nuclear wastes
or spreading nuclear weapons. Nothing to run out.
Nothing to cut off. Nothing to worry about. Just energy
abundance, benign and affordable, for all, forever. That
richer, fairer, cooler, safer world is possible, practical,
even profitable-because saving and replacing fossil fuels
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now works better and costs no more than buying and
burning them. Reinventing Fire shows how businessmotivated by profit, supported by civil society, sped by
smart policy-can get the US completely off oil and coal
by 2050, and later beyond natural gas as well. Authored
by a world leader on energy and innovation, the book
maps a robust path for integrating real, here-and-now,
comprehensive energy solutions in four industriestransportation, buildings, electricity, and manufacturingmelding radically efficient energy use with reliable,
secure, renewable energy supplies.Popular in tone and
rooted in applied hope, Reinventing Fire shows how
smart businesses are creating a potent, global, marketdriven, and explosively growing movement to defossilize
fuels. It points readers to trillions in savings over the next
40 years, and trillions more in new business
opportunities.Whether you care most about national
security, or jobs and competitive advantage, or climate
and environment, this major contribution by world
leaders in energy innovation offers startling innovations
will support your values, inspire your support, and
transform your sense of possibility.Pragmatic citizens
today are more interested in outcomes than motives.
Reinventing Fire answers this trans-ideological call.
Whether you care most about national security, or jobs
and competitive advantage, or climate and environment,
its startling innovations will support your values, inspire
your support, and transform your sense of possibility.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a
great book for every reader.
World History: Cultures, States, and Societies to 1500 offers
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a comprehensive introduction to the history of humankind
from prehistory to 1500. Authored by six USG faculty
members with advance degrees in History, this textbook
offers up-to-date original scholarship. It covers such cultures,
states, and societies as Ancient Mesopotamia, Ancient Israel,
Dynastic Egypt, India's Classical Age, the Dynasties of China,
Archaic Greece, the Roman Empire, Islam, Medieval Africa,
the Americas, and the Khanates of Central Asia. It includes
350 high-quality images and maps, chronologies, and
learning questions to help guide student learning. Its digital
nature allows students to follow links to applicable sources
and videos, expanding their educational experience beyond
the textbook. It provides a new and free alternative to
traditional textbooks, making World History an invaluable
resource in our modern age of technology and advancement.
Bestselling author Dan Buettner reveals how to transform
your health using smart nutrition, lifestyle, and fitness habits
gleaned from longevity research on the diets, eating habits,
and lifestyle practices of the communities he's identified as
"Blue Zones"—those places with the world's longest-lived, and
thus healthiest, people, including locations such as Okinawa,
Japan; Sardinia, Italy; Costa Rica's Nicoya Peninsula; Ikaria,
Greece; and Loma Linda, California. With the audacious
belief that the lifestyles of the world's Blue Zones could be
adapted and replicated in towns across North America,
Buettner launched the largest preventive health care project
in the United States, The Blue Zones City Makeovers, which
has impacted the health of millions of Americans since 2009.
In The Blue Zones Solution, readers can be inspired by the
specific stories of the people, foods, and routines of our
healthy elders; understand the role community, family, and
naturally healthy habits can play in improving our diet and
health; and learn the exact foods—including the 50 superfoods
of longevity and dozens of recipes adapted for Western
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tastes and markets—that offer delicious ways to eat your way
to optimum health. Throughout the book are lifestyle
recommendations, checklists, and stories to help you create
your own personal Blue Zones solution. Readers will learn
and apply the 80/20 rule, the plant slant diet, social aspects of
eating that lead to weight loss and great health naturally,
cultivating your "tribe" of friends and family, and your greater
purpose as part of your daily routine. Filled with moving
personal stories, delicious recipes, checklists, and useful tips
that will transform any home into a miniature blue zone, The
Blue Zones Solution is the ultimate blueprint for a healthy,
happy life.
Many soil properties have changed and can change as a
result of management, historical land use, or even natural
factors, such as drought, interacting with land use. National
soil survey databases currently include soil property
information for the relatively static soil properties, such as
texture, and also for properties affected by management,
such as soil organic matter. The databases do not, however,
distinguish the values of dynamic soil properties (e.g., organic
matter, bulk density, infiltration rate) according to their land
use, management system, ecological state, or plant
community. ?Dynamic soil properties? as defined in this
Guide are soil properties that change within the human time
scale. Differences that may exist in these properties can
affect the performance of the soil. Furthermore, some
dynamic soil properties change very little in response to
management and disturbances.
The first comprehensive overview of the innovative new
discipline of global history Until very recently, historians have
looked at the past with the tools of the nineteenth century. But
globalization has fundamentally altered our ways of knowing,
and it is no longer possible to study nations in isolation or to
understand world history as emanating from the West. This
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book reveals why the discipline of global history has emerged
as the most dynamic and innovative field in history—one that
takes the connectedness of the world as its point of
departure, and that poses a fundamental challenge to the
premises and methods of history as we know it. What Is
Global History? provides a comprehensive overview of this
exciting new approach to history. The book addresses some
of the biggest questions the discipline will face in the twentyfirst century: How does global history differ from other
interpretations of world history? How do we write a global
history that is not Eurocentric yet does not fall into the trap of
creating new centrisms? How can historians compare
different societies and establish compatibility across space?
What are the politics of global history? This in-depth and
accessible book also explores the limits of the new paradigm
and even its dangers, the question of whom global history
should be written for, and much more. Written by a leading
expert in the field, What Is Global History? shows how, by
understanding the world's past as an integrated whole,
historians can remap the terrain of their discipline for our
globalized present.
Anxiety being the main mental health concern for women,
and second only to substance abuse in men, The Treatment
of Anxiety & Panic with Bach Flower Remedies offers both a
practical and comprehensive guide to everyone struggling
with panic attacks, anxiety attacks, social fears, generalized
anxiety, or obsessive compulsive behaviors. Representing a
fluid, self-directed process to emotional healing the goal of
the technique is to present a very contemporary, userfriendly, and immediate response to emotional distress.
Working by specifically targeting every type of negative state
of mind reveals an amazing, subtle energy approach that is
neither created in the language of pop culture, nor new age
therapy. By explaining step-by-step how to use one of the
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most effective healing tools nature has provided to us, this
book in a non-clinical voice, addresses the debilitating impact
of anxiety, and shows how to effectively overcome anxiety
driven symptoms in order to achieve a lasting recovery.
Rather than just covering up and continuing to suppress
emotional difficulties with drugs, this book supplies the tools
needed to manage anxiety, and after that to resolve
emotional problems The information can be used to develop
ones own self-help program, or, as an adjunct to other
healing modalities, the technique will reliably deliver clarity
and a lifetime of emotional assistance.
This open access volume reveals the hidden power of the
script we read in and how it shapes and drives our minds,
ways of thinking, and cultures. Expanding on the Linguistic
Relativity Hypothesis (i.e., the idea that language affects the
way we think), this volume proposes the "Script Relativity
Hypothesis" (i.e., the idea that the script in which we read
affects the way we think) by offering a unique perspective on
the effect of script (alphabets, morphosyllabaries, or multiscripts) on our attention, perception, and problem-solving.
Once we become literate, fundamental changes occur in our
brain circuitry to accommodate the new demand for
resources. The powerful effects of literacy have been
demonstrated by research on literate versus illiterate
individuals, as well as cross-scriptal transfer, indicating that
literate brain networks function differently, depending on the
script being read. This book identifies the locus of differences
between the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans, and between
the East and the West, as the neural underpinnings of
literacy. To support the "Script Relativity Hypothesis", it
reviews a vast corpus of empirical studies, including
anthropological accounts of human civilization, social
psychology, cognitive psychology, neuropsychology, applied
linguistics, second language studies, and cross-cultural
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communication. It also discusses the impact of reading from
screens in the digital age, as well as the impact of bi-script or
multi-script use, which is a growing trend around the globe.
As a result, our minds, ways of thinking, and cultures are now
growing closer together, not farther apart.
National Book Award Finalist: A “brilliant” study of the
science and mythology of the wolf by the New York
Times–bestselling author of Arctic Dreams (The Washington
Post). When John Fowles reviewed Of Wolves and Men, he
called it “A remarkable book, both biologically absorbing and
humanly rich, and one that should be read by every
concerned American.” In this National Book
Award–shortlisted work, literary master Barry Lopez guides
us through the world of the wolf and our often-mistaken
perceptions of another species’ place on our shared planet.
Throughout the centuries, the wolf has been a figure of
fascination and mystery, and a major motif in literature and
myth. Inspiring fear and respect, the creature has long
exerted a powerful influence on the human imagination. Of
Wolves and Men takes the reader into the world of the Canis
lupus and its relationship to humankind through the ages.
Lopez draws on science, history, mythology, and his own field
research to present a compelling portrait of wolves both real
and imagined, dispelling our fear of them while celebrating
their place in our history, legends, and hearts. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Barry Lopez including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s
personal collection.
This issue of the almanac aims at filling the gap in the megaevolutionary research. The Editors believe that the present
Almanac, which brings together scientists working in different
areas of the vast evolutionary field, will hopefully make a
contribution to this process.The contributions to this volume
are subdivided into three sections:‘Universal Evolution’,
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‘Biological and Social Forms of Evolution: Connections and
Comparisons’, and ‘Aspects of Social Evolution’. Subjects
and issues of the contributions to all three sections have a
great deal in common and significantly supplement each
other.
'A lovely debut from a gifted young author. Violet Moller
brings to life the ways in which knowledge reached us from
antiquity to the present day in a book that is as delightful as it
is readable.' Peter Frankopan, author of The Silk Roads In
The Map of Knowledge Violet Moller traces the journey taken
by the ideas of three of the greatest scientists of antiquity –
Euclid, Galen and Ptolemy – through seven cities and over a
thousand years. In it, we follow them from sixth-century
Alexandria to ninth-century Baghdad, from Muslim Cordoba to
Catholic Toledo, from Salerno’s medieval medical school to
Palermo, capital of Sicily’s vibrant mix of cultures, and –
finally – to Venice, where that great merchant city’s printing
presses would enable Euclid’s geometry, Ptolemy’s system
of the stars and Galen’s vast body of writings on medicine to
spread even more widely. In tracing these fragile strands of
knowledge from century to century, from east to west and
north to south, Moller also reveals the web of connections
between the Islamic world and Christendom, connections that
would both preserve and transform astronomy, mathematics
and medicine from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance.
Vividly told and with a dazzling cast of characters, The Map of
Knowledge is an evocative, nuanced and vibrant account of
our common intellectual heritage. 'An endlessly fascinating
book, rich in detail, capacious and humane in vision.' Stephen
Greenblatt, author of The Swerve: How the World Became
Modern
Angelic Technology Manifesting on Earth Now those who
could not attend the Angel Academy in person have a unique
opportunity to learn about major metaphysical topics from the
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Angels themselves. Light From the Angels discusses difficult
subjects in the angels' own precise, easy-to-understand
language. Many formidable concepts that have been hazy for
most students of metaphysics will suddenly become crystal
clear and meaningful as the angels deftly show you how life's
intricate, complex puzzle pieces fit easily together. Whether
you are a professional healer, a channel, a psychic, or just
simply interested in advanced metaphysics, the Divine Mother
and the Rose Angels will take you by the hand and lead you
down exciting new pathways of self-discovery and adventure.
Their methods for inner transformation are practical,
appealing, and enlightening: you owe it to yourself to make
them a permanent part of your spiritual life.
This edition of Science and Creationism summarizes key
aspects of several of the most important lines of evidence
supporting evolution. It describes some of the positions taken
by advocates of creation science and presents an analysis of
these claims. This document lays out for a broader audience
the case against presenting religious concepts in science
classes. The document covers the origin of the universe,
Earth, and life; evidence supporting biological evolution; and
human evolution. (Contains 31 references.) (CCM)
Published by the American Geophysical Union as part of the
Geophysical Monograph Series, Volume 198. Climates,
Landscapes, and Civilizations brings together a collection of
studies on the history of complex interrelationships between
humans and their environment by integrating Earth science
with archeology and anthropology. At a time when climate
change, overpopulation, and scarcity of resources are
increasingly affecting our ways of life, the lessons of the past
provide multiple reference frames that are valuable for
informing our future decisions and action plans. Volume
highlights include discussions of multiple connotations of the
Anthropocene, landscapes as a link between climate and
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humans, synoptic approaches to explore large-scale cultural
patterns, regional studies for contextualizing cultural
complexity, and environmental determinism and social theory.
Straddling the fields of Earth sciences, anthropology, and
archaeology and presenting research from across several
continents, Climates, Landscapes, and Civilizations will
appeal to a wide readership among scientists, scholars, and
the public at large.
New York Times Bestseller A Summer Reading Pick for
President Barack Obama, Bill Gates, and Mark Zuckerberg
From a renowned historian comes a groundbreaking narrative
of humanity’s creation and evolution—a #1 international
bestseller—that explores the ways in which biology and history
have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it
means to be “human.” One hundred thousand years ago, at
least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet
today there is only one—homo sapiens. What happened to the
others? And what may happen to us? Most books about the
history of humanity pursue either a historical or a biological
approach, but Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with
this highly original book that begins about 70,000 years ago
with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining
the role evolving humans have played in the global
ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens integrates
history and science to reconsider accepted narratives,
connect past developments with contemporary concerns, and
examine specific events within the context of larger ideas. Dr.
Harari also compels us to look ahead, because over the last
few decades humans have begun to bend laws of natural
selection that have governed life for the past four billion
years. We are acquiring the ability to design not only the
world around us, but also ourselves. Where is this leading us,
and what do we want to become? Featuring 27 photographs,
6 maps, and 25 illustrations/diagrams, this provocative and
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insightful work is sure to spark debate and is essential
reading for aficionados of Jared Diamond, James Gleick, Matt
Ridley, Robert Wright, and Sharon Moalem.
Next Generation Science Standards identifies the science all
K-12 students should know. These new standards are based
on the National Research Council's A Framework for K-12
Science Education. The National Research Council, the
National Science Teachers Association, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, and Achieve
have partnered to create standards through a collaborative
state-led process. The standards are rich in content and
practice and arranged in a coherent manner across
disciplines and grades to provide all students an
internationally benchmarked science education. The print
version of Next Generation Science Standards complements
the nextgenscience.org website and: Provides an
authoritative offline reference to the standards when creating
lesson plans Arranged by grade level and by core discipline,
making information quick and easy to find Printed in full color
with a lay-flat spiral binding Allows for bookmarking,
highlighting, and annotating
The third book in the Enchanted Kingdom series, ELYSIUM
continues the story of Rani and Tan as they discover the
pathways to Shamballa and develop the Heartland Game.
Tracked by both the Dark Ones as well as other Alchemists
that are also focused on the merging of the worlds, in this
book we cover the movement of the rapture, Shamballa's
Shadowlands, parallel worlds plus Earth’s rise into more
civilized realms beyond 2012. Guided by the futuristic
Commander of the Starship Elysium we also track the story of
the immortal monk Tao Lao who moves back in time to work
with Isabella and influence a young bomber who is hell bent
on revenge. A cross between Harry Potter, Star Wars, C.S.
Lewis & the Matrix movies, this new trilogy of fiction also
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weaves in some of the aboriginal dreamtime legends while
offering powerful metaphysical tools and futuristic insights
that will entertain all ages.
An "eye-opening, sometimes alarming, and ultimately
inspiring" natural history of rivers and their complex and
ancient relationship with human civilization (Elizabeth Kolbert,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Sixth Extinction). Rivers,
more than any road, technology, or political leader, have
shaped the course of human civilization. They have opened
frontiers, founded cities, settled borders, and fed billions.
They promote life, forge peace, grant power, and can
capriciously destroy everything in their path. Even today,
rivers remain a powerful global force -- one that is more
critical than ever to our future. In Rivers of Power, geographer
Laurence C. Smith explores the timeless yet
underappreciated relationship between rivers and civilization
as we know it. Rivers are of course important in many
practical ways (water supply, transportation, sanitation, etc).
But the full breadth of their influence on the way we live is
less obvious. Rivers define and transcend international
borders, forcing cooperation between nations. Huge volumes
of river water are used to produce energy, raw commodities,
and food. Wars, politics, and demography are transformed by
their devastating floods. The territorial claims of nations, their
cultural and economic ties to each other, and the migrations
and histories of their peoples trace back to rivers, river
valleys, and the topographic divides they carve upon the
world. And as climate change, technology, and cities
transform our relationship with nature, new opportunities are
arising to protect the waters that sustain us. Beautifully told
and expansive in scope, Rivers of Power reveals how and
why rivers have so profoundly influenced our civilization and
examines the importance this vast, arterial power holds for
the future of humanity. "As fascinating as it is beautifully
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written."---Jared Diamond, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Guns, Germs, and Steel, Collapse, and Upheaval

Over the past few decades, the frequency and
severity of natural and human-induced disasters
have increased across Asia. These disasters lead to
substantial loss of life, livelihoods and community
assets, which not only threatens the pace of socioeconomic development, but also undo hard-earned
gains. Extreme events and disasters such as floods,
droughts, heat, fire, cyclones and tidal surges are
known to be exacerbated by environmental changes
including climate change, land-use changes and
natural resource degradation. Increasing climate
variability and multi-dimensional vulnerabilities have
severely affected the social, ecological and
economic capacities of the people in the region who
are, economically speaking, those with the least
capacity to adapt. Climatic and other environmental
hazards and anthropogenic risks, coupled with weak
and wavering capacities, severely impact the
ecosystems and Nature’s Contributions to People
(NCP) and, thereby, to human well-being. Long-term
resilience building through disaster risk reduction
and integrated adaptive climate planning, therefore,
has become a key priority for scientists and
policymakers alike. Nature-based Solutions (NbS) is
a cost-effective approach that utilizes ecosystem and
biodiversity services for disaster risk reduction and
climate change adaptation, while also providing a
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range of co-benefits like sustainable livelihoods and
food, water and energy security. This book
discusses the concept of Nature-based Solutions
(NbS) – both as a science and as art – and
elaborates on how it can be applied to develop
healthy and resilient ecosystems locally, nationally,
regionally and globally. The book covers illustrative
methods and tools adopted for applying NbS in
different countries. The authors discuss NbS
applications and challenges, research trends and
future insights that have wider regional and global
relevance. The aspects covered include: landscape
restoration, ecosystem-based adaptation, ecosystembased disaster risk reduction, ecological restoration,
ecosystem-based protected areas management,
green infrastructure development, nature-friendly
infrastructure development in various ecosystem
types, agro-climatic zones and watersheds. The
book offers insights into understanding the
sustainable development goals (SDGs) at the grass
roots level and can help indigenous and local
communities harness ecosystem services to help
achieve them. It offers a unique, essential resource
for researchers, students, corporations,
administrators and policymakers working in the fields
of the environment, geography, development, policy
planning, the natural sciences, life sciences,
agriculture, health, climate change and disaster
studies.
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An Integrated Picture of Prehistory as an Active
Process of Discovery World Prehistory and
Archaeology: Pathways through Time, fourth edition,
provides an integrated discussion of world prehistory
and archaeological methods. This text emphasizes
the relevance of how we know and what we know
about our human prehistory. A cornerstone of World
Prehistory and Archaeology is the discussion of
prehistory as an active process of discovery.
Methodological issues are addressed throughout the
text to engage readers. Archaeological methods are
introduced in the first two chapters. Succeeding
chapters then address the question of how we know
the past to provide an integrated presentation of
prehistory. The fourth edition involves readers in the
current state of archaeological research, revealing
how archaeologists work and interpret what they
find. Through the coverage of various new research,
author Michael Chazan shows how archaeology is
truly a global discipline. Learning Goals Upon
completing this book, readers will be able to: * Gain
new perspectives and insights into who we are and
how our world came into being. * Think about
humanity from the perspective of archaeology. *
Appreciate the importance of the archaeological
record for contemporary society.
Focus on Reading aims to help teachers develop a
deep understanding of the multiple skills and factors
involved in second language reading development
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for second or foreign language learners aged 5–18.
It equips teachers with practical skills for the
effective teaching and assessment of second
language reading to students with different learning
needs. The book features key research studies on
reading comprehension, considers examples from
real classroom practice, and provides activities to
help teachers relate the content and objectives to
their own teaching context. Additional online
resources at www.oup.com/elt/teacher/for Esther
Geva is Full Professor in the Department of Applied
Psychology and Human Development at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education, University of
Toronto. Gloria Ramírez is Associate Professor in
the Faculty of Human, Social, and Educational
Development at Thompson Rivers University, British
Columbia.
What determines whether complex life will arise on a
planet, or even any life at all? Questions such as
these are investigated in this groundbreaking book.
In doing so, the authors synthesize information from
astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and apply it to
what we know about the rise of life on Earth and to
what could possibly happen elsewhere in the
universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the
recent discoveries of extrasolar planets and the
indications of life on Mars and the Jovian moon
Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its
implications for those who look to the heavens for
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companionship.
2020 American Indian Youth Literature Young Adult
Honor Book 2020 Notable Social Studies Trade
Books for Young People,selected by National
Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) and the
Children’s Book Council 2019 Best-Of Lists: Best
YA Nonfiction of 2019 (Kirkus Reviews) · Best
Nonfiction of 2019 (School Library Journal) · Best
Books for Teens (New York Public Library) · Best
Informational Books for Older Readers (Chicago
Public Library) Spanning more than 400 years, this
classic bottom-up history examines the legacy of
Indigenous peoples’ resistance, resilience, and
steadfast fight against imperialism. Going beyond
the story of America as a country “discovered” by a
few brave men in the “New World,” Indigenous
human rights advocate Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
reveals the roles that settler colonialism and policies
of American Indian genocide played in forming our
national identity. The original academic text is fully
adapted by renowned curriculum experts Debbie
Reese and Jean Mendoza, for middle-grade and
young adult readers to include discussion topics,
archival images, original maps, recommendations for
further reading, and other materials to encourage
students, teachers, and general readers to think
critically about their own place in history.
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